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Abstract 
  Recently Lee et al. proposed an efficient verifier-based key agreement protocol for 
three parties without server’s public key. Lee et al. claimed the proposed protocol could 
resist various attacks and provide the perfect forward secrecy. However, in this paper, 
authors shall show that their protocol suffers from the impersonation attack. At the same 
time, authors shall propose an improved method to withstand the above attack. 
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1. Introduction 
When two parties want to communicate each other, the verification of the identity of 

the other party is an important requirement. For enhancing the performance of the 
protocol, Bellovin and Merrit [1] proposed an encrypted exchange protocol based on 
password called EKE for authentication and key agreement in 1992. 
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Following and extending the conceptions of Bellovin and Merrit’s protocol, many 

three-party protocols were proposed [2, 5, 7-10]. However, the previous protocols still 
existed some security problems such as on-line undetectable password guessing attack [4] 
and off-line password guessing attack [7] etc. Not only that, some protocols also required 
server’s public key to protect the shared password [7, 10]. 

For enhancing the efficiency and preventing various attacks, Lee et al. [6] proposed an 
efficient verifier-based key agreement protocol for three parties without server’s public 
key. Lee et al.’s protocol provides the perfect forward secrecy by employing the 
conceptions of the Diffie-Hellman scheme [3] and each client only needs to remember a 
memorable password. The protocol is suitable for some applications of low computations. 
However, authors shall show that Lee et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to the impersonation 
attack without making an off-line password guessing attack. At the same time, authors 
shall propose an improved method to withstand the above attack. 

Next Section, authors shall go over Lee et al.’s protocol and show that their protocol’s 
weakness. In Section 3, authors shall propose an improvement. Finally, authors shall 
make a conclusion for this paper. 
 

2. Review of Lee et al.’s protocol 
In this section, authors shall review Lee et al.’s protocol show that the protocol’s 

weakness. Before the introduction of the protocol, authors first denote some parameters 
as follows. 

 A, B and AS denotes the identities of Alice, Bob and Authentication Server 
respectively. 

 p is a large prime and g is a generator in the cyclic group Zp*. Authors omit “mod p” 
from expressions for simplicity. 

 h() denotes a collision-free one-way hash function. 
 Aπ is a password and shared between A and AS. vA = is a verifier that is 

computed from

),,( ASAhg π

.Aπ  

 Bπ is a password and shared between B and AS. vB = is a verifier that is 
computed from

B

),,( BSBhg π

.Bπ  

 

2.1 Lee et al.’s protocol 
Before the running of the protocol, Alice and Bob sends their verifiers vA and vB to AS  B
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through a secure channel. AS stores vA and vB in a password table. B

Step 1: Alice → Bob: A, XA

Alice computes XA = ga and sends the computed result with the identity to Bob, 
where  

a . *
pR Z∈

Step 2: Bob → AS: A, XA, B, XBB

      Bob → Alice: B, XBB

Bob computes XB = g , where b . Bob sends XB

b *
pR Z∈ BB and (A, XA, B, XB) to Alice 

and AS respectively. 

B

Step 3: AS → Alice: XSA

      AS → Bob: XSB

After receiving the messages, AS retrieves vA and vB from password table. Then AS 

computes X

B

SA = (vA)  ⊕ vc
A and XSB = (vBB)d ⊕ vB, where c and d . AS sends 

X

B

*
pR Z∈

SA and XSB to Alice and Bob respectively. Finally, AS computes KSA = (XA)  = g  
and K

c ac

SB = (XBB)d = gbd. 

Step 4: Alice → AS: vAS

Bob → AS: vBS

Alice computes and vacat
ASAAS gvXK A =⊕= ⋅−1

)( AS = h(A, B, S, XA, XB, XB SA, KAS). 

Alice sends vAS to AS. Similarly, Bob computes and vbdbt
BSBBS gvXK B =⊕= ⋅−1

)( BS = 

h(B, A, S, XBB, XA, XSB, KBS). Bob sends vBS to AS. Note that 
.),,( and ),,( BBAA SBhtSAht ππ ==  
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Step 5: AS → Alice: vSA

      AS → Bob: vSB, 

      AS verifies whether vAS and vBS are true or not. If they are true, AS sends vSA and 
vSB to Alice and Bob respectively, where ),,,,,( SABASA KXXBAShv =  and 

. ),,,,,( SBABSB KXXABShv =

Step 6: Alice and Bob verify whether vSA and vSB are true or not respectively. If they are 
true, Alice computes KAB = (XB)  = g  and Bob computes KB

a ba
BA = (XA)  = g .  b ab

Finally, Alice and Bob negotiate a common session key K = h(A, B, S, KAB) = h(A, B, S, 
KBA). We use figure 1 to introduce Lee et al.’s protocol. 

 

A lice B o b A S

),,( AA SAht π= ),,( BB SBht π=
),,(

),,( ,
A

A

SBh
B

SAh
A

gv

gv
π

π

=

=
A , X A =  g a

X S A

X B =  g b
X S A =  (v A )c ⊕ v A
X S B =  (v B)d ⊕ v B
K S A =  (X A )c = g a c

K S B =  (X B )c = g b c

X S B

A , X A , B , X B

),,,,,,(
)(

1

ASSABAAS

acat
ASAAS

KXXXSBAhv
gvXK A

=
=⊕= ⋅−

),,,,,,(
)(

1

BSSBABBS

bdbt
BSBBS

KXXXSABhv
gvXK B

=
=⊕= ⋅−

v B Sv A S V erify
v A S and  v B S

),,,,,( SABASA KXXBAShv =
),,,,,( SBABSB KXXABShv =

V erify v S B
K B A =  (X A )b =  g ab

K =  h (A , B , S , K B A)

V erify v S A
K A B =  (X B)a =  g ab

K =  h (A , B , S , K A B )  
Fig. 1 Introduction of Lee et al.’s protocol 

 

2.2 Weakness on Lee et al.’s protocol 
  Once Alice’s verifier vA has stolen by the attacker. The attacker can impersonate 

Bob to communicate with Alice by performing the following steps. We use figure 2 to 
introduce our attack. 
Step 1’: When Alice wants to communicate with Bob. Alice sends (A, XA) to Bob. Now, 

the attacker intercepts it and sends (A, X’A = vA) to Bob.  
Step 2’: Bob forwards the received message with (B, XB) to AS and sends XB BB to the  
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attacker respectively. Then, the attacker sends X’B = g  to Alice, where b’ is chosen by the 

attacker. 
B

b’

Step 3’: AS computes XSA = (vA)c ⊕ vA and XSB = (vB)  ⊕ vB

d
BB and sends the computed 

results to the attacker and Bob respectively. Finally, AS computes KSA = (X’A)c = 
(vA)c and KSB = (XB)  = g . B

d bd

Step 4’: The attacker sends X’SA = (vA)c’ ⊕ vA to Alice, where c’ is chosen by the attacker. 

Step 5’: The attacker computes K’AS = XSA ⊕ vA = (vA)c and sends 

to AS. We can find v’)',,,,,,(' ASSABAAS KXXXSBAhv = AS can pass the verification 

of AS because K’AS = KSA = (vA)c. 
Step 6’: The attacker computes K’ SA = (XA)c’ = gac’, K’BA = gab’ and v’SA = h(S, A, B, XA, 

XB, K’B SA). 

Step 7’: Alice computes , K'1
)'( acat

ASAAS gvXK A =⊕= ⋅−

AB = gab’ and  

),,,,,( ASBAAS KXXBAShv = . Alice sends vAS to the attacker. The attacker sends v’SA to 

Alice. We can find Alice will accept the received message because KAS = K’SA = 
gac’. 

Step 8’:Finally, Alice believes the common session key K = h(A, B, S, KAB = gb’a) is true. 
At the same, Bob also believes the owned session key K = h(A, B, S, KBA = (vA)b) 
is true. In fact, the attacker gets the session key K’BA = (XA)b’ = gab’ and 
impersonates Bob to communicate with Alice. 
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Alice Bob AS

A, XA = ga

XSA

X’B = gb’ XSA = (vA)c ⊕ vA
XSB = (vB)d ⊕ vB

KSA = (X’A)c = (vA)c

KSB = (XB)c = gbc
XSB

A, X’A, B, XB

vBS

Verify
v’AS and vBS

SAv SBv

Verify v’SA
K = h(A, B, S, KAB)

Attacker

A, X’A = vA

K’AS = XSA ⊕ vA = (vA)c

K’SA = gac’
K’BA = gab’

X’SA = (vA)c’ ⊕ vA

)',,,,,,(' ASSABAAS KXXXSBAhv =

'

'1
)'(

ab
AB

acat
ASAAS

gK

gvXK A

=

=⊕= ⋅−

ASv

)',,,,,(' SABASA KXXBAShv =

XB = gb

 
 

Fig. 2 Impersonation attack in the Lee et al.’s protocol 

 
 

3. Improvement on Lee et al.’s protocol 
Authors shall propose an improved method to withstand the above attack. 

Alice and Bob should send vAS = h(A, B, S, XA, XB, , KB

ct
ASA gvX A =⊕

−1
)( AS) and vBS = 

h(B, A, S, XBB, XA, , Kdt
BSB gvX B =⊕

−1
)( BS) to AS respectively in the Step 4 of Lee et al.’s 

protocol. 
Even if both Alice and Bob’s verifiers vA and vB are stolen by the attacker. The attacker 

still cannot make an impersonation attack on our improvement without 
B

.),,( and ),,( BBAA SBhtSAht ππ ==  We use figure 3 to introduce our improvement. 
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Alice Bob AS

),,( AA SAht π= ),,( BB SBht π=

),,(

),,( ,
A

A

SBh
B

SAh
A

gv

gv
π

π

=

=
A, XA = ga

XSA

XB = gb
XSA = (vA)c ⊕ vA
XSB = (vB)d ⊕ vB
KSA = (XA)c = gac

KSB = (XB)c = gbc

XSB

A, XA, B, XB

),,,,,,(

)(
1

AS
c

BAAS

acat
ASAAS

KgXXSBAhv

gvXK A

=

=⊕= ⋅−

),,,,,,(

)(
1

BS
d

ABBS

bdbt
BSBBS

KgXXSABhv

gvXK B

=

=⊕= ⋅−

vBSvAS Verify
vAS and vBS

),,,,,( SABASA KXXBAShv =
),,,,,( SBABSB KXXABShv =

Verify vSB
KBA = (XA)b = gab

K = h(A, B, S, KBA)

Verify vSA
KAB = (XB)a = gab

K = h(A, B, S, KAB)  
Fig. 3 Our improvement 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, authors show that Lee et al.’s efficient verifier-based key agreement 

protocol for three parties is vulnerable to the impersonation attack without making an 
off-line password guessing attack. At the same time, authors propose their improvement 
to withstand the above attack. 
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